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MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD
Event: Interviews at Otis Air Force Base (OtisAFB)

Type of event: Initial overview of Otis AFB operations by Colonel Paul Worcester

Date: October 14, 2003

Special Access Issues: None

Prepared by: Geoffrey Brown

Team Number: 8

Location: 102nd Fighter Wing, Otis Air National Guard Base, Massachusetts Air National

Guard (102nd)

Participants - Non-Commission: Col. Paul G. Worcester, Lt. Col. Margaret C.
Quenneville, Lt. Col. Timothy M. Lynch, Tech. Sgt. Michael Kelly, Andrew Huddleston
(Dep Ch, Plans, Integration & Transformation Division, AF/XOHP, phone: 703 696-
0024, fax: 703 588-0636)

Participants - Commission: John Azzarello, Geoffrey Brown

Base Assets:

Regarding base resources and assets over the years, Worcester recalls that at one
point Otis AFB had 19 F15s; but in the "FI06 days" the base had about 20 or 21 air alert
fighters. Now the base has 18 F15s. In the 1990s the Air Force restructured the unit to
include 18 Primary Assigned Aircraft (PAI), and thereafter "at some point" in the mid-
1990s the unit downsized to 15 PAA, with 3 Back-up Assigned aircraft (BAI); thus a
total of 18 aircraft, officially 15 PAI, 3 BAr. Worcester believes the drop in fighters is
tied into the loss of an alert fighter detachment in 1994.

NORADINEADS/FAA:

Worcester explained that the two active air alert fighters at Otis AFB are NORAD
assets. Those fighters are kept armed and are ready to be scrambled at all times. NORAD
passes the fighter mission through NEADS, and NEADS coordinates and controls them
once they are airborne. If for some reason NEADS ability to control the fighters is
compromised, the FAA is passed that responsibility. This process would include involved
level of authenticating authority. Worcester noted that the only time there is a problem
with this is when the fighter being controlled is out of communication range.

Planning for threats:

Worcester noted to Commission staff that in to order comprehensively address the
issues facing the alert capacity of air defense two factors would need to be considered:
first, the overwhelming expense of creating a system for total national radar monitoring;
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and second, creating a robust command and control protocols to make clear, streamlined
and rapid use of the system. Worcester commented that these steps require tax payers to
consider how much they are willing to invest in the same type of response and capability
that was involved in Cold War planning to be applied to terrorist attack scenarios.

Worcester explained to Commission staff that part of the Alert Force Evaluation
considered hijack scenarios. NORAD has an exercise function in which scenarios are run
and then evaluated at the C2 (command and control) centers (NEADS), and then again at
the fighter wings (like the l02nd

).

Hijacking Response:

The Alert Packages that pilots are given for their missions include criteria for
responding to a hijacking, and include direction for "shadowing" (following) distances
(which are different between US and Canadian airspace). According to Worcester, and
evidenced by the contents of the Alert Package, hijacking scenarios pre-9/ll were
classically discussed and trained for within air defense planning, but Worcester also
noted that these plans did not address a 9/11 type scenario. Normally the response would
entail an escort procedure. Worcester commented regarding the purpose for a fighter
escort of a hijacked aircraft that military personnel "always joked that it was plotting the
wreckage ... you would mark the debris circle ... the Egyptian air loss comes to mind-
similarly the TWA Air crash."

Attachment: "9/11 Commission In-Brief' - PowerPoint Presentation created by Col.
Paul Worcester.


































